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Q-1. Rewrite Z(V, T, µ)=
∑∞
N=0 λ

NZ(N, V, T ) in terms of population (nk) of individ-

ual quantum states (εk) where λ=eµ/kBT . Work out- S =
∑∞
N=0

∑∗
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n1
1 x

n2
2 .. ∼S =∏2

K=1(1 + xK + x2K ..).

Q-2. Prove that pV=kBT ln(Z(V, T, µ)) of a grand-canonical ensemble. What are thermo-

dynamic characteristic functions of different ensembles?

Q-3. Obtain quantum statistics of Fermi-Dirac (′+′) gas (ZFD(V, T, µ)) using Pauli’s Ex-

clusion Principle (Restricted occupancy). Give examples of some fermions.

Q-4. Obtain quantum statistics of Bose-Einstein (-) gas (ZBE(V, T, µ)) (Unrestricted occu-

pancy). Give some examples of bosons.

Q-5. Find internal energy (E) of Fermi - and Bose- gases.

Q-6. How is chemical potential (µ) of quantum gases modified at classical limits- N/V → 0

and T →∞?

Q-7. Find N , average occupancy of individual quantum states (nk) and p− V relations for

Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein gases.

Q-8. Obtain classical limits of E and p− V for F -D and B-E gases.

Q-9. Discuss similarities and dissimilarities of photons and phonons.

Q-10. Find quantum statistics of a gas with maximum occupancy ‘m’. (Gentile’s theory)

Q-11. Why in rotational spectra, the ground state (J=0) is not mostly populated? Find

Jmax in terms of temperature (T ) and rotational temperature constant (θr).

Q-12. What are the basic postulates of Einstein’s theory of specific heat of monoatomic crys-

tal? Compare Cv (Dulong and Petit’s) in light of Einstein’s theory of Cv for monoatomic

crystal at high temperature (T ).

Q-13. Predict Cv at T→ 0 by Einstein’s theory on monoatomic crystal.

Q-14. Find equilibrium constant Kc in terms of partition functions of reactants and prod-

ucts. Obtain relation between Kp and Kc.

Q-15. What is the ratio of Jmax of H2, HD and D2 in rotational spectra?

Books: McQuarrie (Statistical Mechanics), Callen (Thermodynamics and Thermostatistics),

Nash (Elements of Statistical Thermodynamics), Atkins (Physical Chemistry), Landau &
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Lifshitz (Statistical Physics),MC Gupta (Statistical Mechanics).
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